
15 DAYS IN El Gilf El Kiber      

SAFARI DESERT 

  

         DAY 01: CAIRO 

 

Arrival Cairo International Airport, Meet our representative 

and assistance through Passport control formalities, luggage 

Identification and portage, then transfer to the hotel. 

Accommodation and overnight at hotel in Cairo.  

 

DAY 02: CAIRO / BAHARIYA OASIS/ DAKHLA OASIS  

 

After breakfast at the hotel, driving to Bahariya Oasis. 

Enjoy Safari Lunch. Then continue driving to Dakhla Oasis via 

Farafra Oasis. Accommodation and overnight at Hotel in 

Dakhla Oasis. Accommodation and overnight at Hotel 

Dakhla Oasis. 

 

                          

 

 



 DAY 03: DAKHLA OASIS / ABU HUSSEIN DUNES. 

After breakfast at the hotel, supplies and drive from DAKHLA 

Oasis to Abu Hussein dunes, Safari lunch. We enjoy a sunset 

walk in this surreal landscape and spend the night camping 

under the stars. Overnight, camping and dinner at open air 

in the desert.  

 

 

 

 

        Day 04: EIGHT BELLS / SOUTHERN GILF. 

Breakfast in the open air, walking to explore the desert and 

continue driving west to the Eastern flanks of the Gilf Kebir. 

Safari lunch. We enjoy a sunset walk in this surreal 

landscape and spend the night camping under the stars. 

Overnight, camping and dinner at open air in the desert.  

 

 

 

 



         Day 05: GILF KEBIER / PRINCE GAMAL EL DIN / KARKUR TALH. 

Breakfast in the open air, walking to explore the desert and 

continue south, we'll pass by The Prince Kamal El Din 

monument, and then continue towards Jebel Uweinat. 

Safari lunch. We enjoy a sunset walk in this surreal 

landscape and spend the night camping under the stars. 
Overnight, camping and dinner at open air in Karkur Talh.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

       Day 06: KARKUR TALH.  

Breakfast in the open air, walking to explore most important 

rock art sites in Karkur Talh, the desert and continue south, 

Safari lunch. We enjoy a sunset walk in this surreal landscape 

and spend the night camping under the stars. Overnight, 
camping and dinner at open air in Karkur Talh.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

      Day 07: KARKUR TALH / CLAYTON'S CRATERS / WADI SWRA. 

Breakfast in the open air, drive north to Clayton's Craters and 

Wadi Sora, visiting the Main caves in the best light in the 

afternoon. Safari lunch. We enjoy a sunset walk in this surreal 

landscape and spend the night camping under the stars. 
Overnight, camping and dinner at open air in Wadi SWRA.  

 

 

      Day 08: WADI SWRA / VOGINY CAVE / WADI OPA 

Breakfast in the open air, walking to explore the desert. Drive 

from wadi Swara to Voginy Cave then to Wadi Opa. Safari 

lunch. We enjoy a sunset walk in this surreal landscape and 

spend the night camping under the stars. Overnight, camping 
and dinner at open air in Wadi Opa.  

 

     Day 09: LIBYAN DESERT, GLASS AREA, GREAT SAND SEA 

Breakfast in the open air, walking to explore the desert. Drive 

to the Great Sand Sea, the Libyan Desert Glass area. Safari 

lunch. We enjoy a sunset walk in this surreal landscape and 

spend the night camping under the stars. Overnight, camping  

                  and dinner at open air in the Grand sand sea.  

 

 



 

 

    DAY 10: THE GRAND SAND SEA. 

Breakfast in the open air, walk and drive to explore the Grand 

sand sea where you can enjoy with the lovely huge sand 

dunes. Enjoy safari lunch, we enjoy a sunset walk in this surreal 

landscape and spend the Night, camping under the stars. 

Overnight, camping and dinner at open air in the Grand sand 

sea.  

 

   DAY 11: THE GRAND SAND SEA / SIWA OASIS 

Breakfast in the open air walk and drive to explore the Grand 

sand sea. Enjoy safari lunch. Drive to camping near to Siwa 

oasis in Bier Wahed. We enjoy a sunset walk in this surreal 

landscape and spend the night, camping under the stars. 
Overnight, camping and dinner at open air in Bier Wahed. 

 

 

 

 



   DAY 12 : SIWA OASIS 

Breakfast in the open air, Enjoy sightseeing of Siwa Oasis, visit 

the Oasis of Alexander The Great, Cleopatra Bath spring, 

Amount Temple, Old Siwa and Gable El Mawta (The Death 

Mountain). Accommodation and overnight at hotel in Siwa 

Oasis.  

 

  DAY 13: SIWA / ALEXANDREA 

Breakfast at the hotel, Drive from Siwa oasis to Alexandria. 

Check in and relaxing at the hotel. Evening free tour in the city. 
Accommodation and overnight at hotel in ALEXANDRIA.  

 

   DAY 14: ALEXANDREA / CAIRO 

Breakfast at the hotel enjoy sightseeing of Alexandria; visit the 

Library, the Museum and Qitbay Citadel. Drive to returning 

back to Cairo. Check in and relaxing at the hotel. Evening we 

visit the local market of Khan el Khalili bazaar, which sprawls 

around an Old area of Cairo known as Al Azhar. (Option) 

Accommodation and overnight at a hotel in Cairo.  

 

 

 



     

 

                                                             

   DAY 15: CAIRO (CITY TOUR) - FINAL DEPARTURE 

Breakfast at the hotel, enjoy sightseeing of Cairo, visit the 

Citadel, the Islamic, Coptic area and the Egyptian Museum. 

Transfer with our steward to Cairo International airport for the 

final departure. 

 

                         _____________________________________________________ 

 


